
CNN NEWSROOM Global View

The Video World Affairs Atlas on CD-ROM with WORLDCLOCK

In The CNN NEWSROOM "studio" select video essays from the simulated video monitors and 
see CNN's most compelling coverage of important global trends - specifically edited for your 
computer monitor. More than one-hour of narrated video to listen and watch.

Explore different points-of-view from articles, charts and maps drawn from worldwide 
publications - hundreds of commentaries by leading authorities, transcripts of speeches by world
leaders, pro- and-cons and analyses from international newspapers and magazines - unique 
perspectives from around the world.  Includes an exclusive index to CNN NEWSROOM daily 
classroom broadcasts and teaches guides.

Select the ATLAS and zoom in on detailed maps of every country and region.  You'll have 
hundreds of full-color maps at your fingertips - with the location of each country highlighted on 
the reference globe.

Get complete descriptions and data from authoritative sources on every country and region - 
people, politics, economy, military, resources.  Examine information and analyze trends from a 
unique database of world statistics.  Then build your own color charts and graphs to display your 
results using powerful graphics tools - six different formats - line, range, bar, scatter, horizontal 
bar and pie charts.

Select WORLDCLOCK and display the current time and pattern of sunrise and sunset any place
on earth or show the complete world view with all international time zones.  Measure distances 
between any two points on the globe and check any location's latitude and longitude.

Use the CALENDAR to keep your daily schedule and reminders - a complete daybook and 
memo pad that will store and print your current and future appointments.  

Leave the unique, beautiful, full color spinning globe on your monitor and you'll have the world's 
best screen saver.

CNN NEWSROOM Global View is currently available for DOS - coming soon for Windows!

For additional product information contact:
Compact Publishing, Inc.
P.O. Box 40310



Washington, DC  20016
Tel: 202-244-4770
Fax: 202-244-6363

Or to place an order, call our sales department 
at 1-800-964-1518.

DOS System Requirements:
    -     MS DOS 3.3 or later
    -     286 microprocessor or higher.
    -     640K of Conventional Memory
          (with 520K free to run program).
    -     1M of hard disk space on your computer.
    -     MPC compliant CD-ROM drive.
    -     MSCDEX version 2.0 or later.
    -     VGA graphics card and monitor.
    -     One of the following sound boards: 
          Sound Blaster (or Sound Blaster compatible), 
          Digispeech DS201, IBM M- Audio Capture and 
          Playback (/A), or PS/1 Audio/Joystick.
    -     Headphones or speakers.


